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Electrophysiological and population imaging data in rodents show that olfactory bulb
(OB) activity is profoundly modulated by the odor sampling process while behavioral
experiments indicate that odor discrimination can occur within a single sniff. This paper
addresses the question of whether action potential (AP) latencies occurring across the
mitral and tufted cell (M/TC) population within an individual sampling cycle could account
for the psychophysical properties of odor processing. To determine this we created an
OB model (50,000M/TCs) exhibiting hallmarks of published in vivo properties and used
a template-matching algorithm to assess stimulus separation. Such an AP latency-based
scheme showed high reproducibility and sensitivity such that odor stimuli could be reliably
separated independent of concentration. As in behavioral experiments we found that very
dissimilar odors (“A vs. B”) were accurately and rapidly discerned while very similar odors
(binary mixtures, 0.4A/0.6B vs. 0.6A/0.4B) required up to 90ms longer. As in lesion studies
we find that AP latency-based representation is rather insensitive to disruption of large
regions of the OB. The AP latency-based scheme described here, therefore, captures
both temporal and psychophysical properties of olfactory processing and suggests that the
onset patterns of M/TC activity in the OB represent stimulus specific features of olfactory
stimuli.
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INTRODUCTION
In rodents the sense of smell is of critical importance. This
combined with its somewhat simple functional architecture has
made the olfactory system an ideal model system to examine
the neural basis of sensory processing in mammals. Nevertheless,
the detailed mechanisms of olfactory processing and the neu-
ral processes underlying it remain largely unknown. Behavioral
approaches offer an excellent means of constraining models of
olfactory processing (Linster and Cleland, 2004; Cleland and
Linster, 2005). Studies in rodents using go/no go odor detection
and discrimination tasks for example indicate that lesions that
encompass large parts of the olfactory bulb (OB) do not produce
a dramatic phenotype at least for simple tasks (Lu and Slotnick,
1998). Furthermore, generally in rodents odor discrimination is
very rapid, occurring in less than 200–250ms within a single
sniffing bout (Uchida and Mainen, 2003; Abraham et al., 2004;
Rinberg et al., 2006). There also exists a speed-accuracy trade-off
such that discrimination between highly similar odorants requires
additional time, in the range of 70–100ms (Abraham et al., 2004;
Abbreviations: AP, action potential; EPSP, excitatory postsynaptic potential; InF,
integrate-and-fire; ISI, inter-spike interval; MC, mitral cell; M/TC, mitral/tufted
cell collectively referring to projection neurons; OB, olfactory bulb; TC, tufted cell.
Rinberg et al., 2006). These overall discrimination times include
both the sensory transduction, which might require several tens
or even hundred milliseconds (Duchamp-Viret et al., 1999; Carey
et al., 2009), and the motor and cognitive components of the dis-
crimination task. It is thus likely that the processing time in the
OB is actually substantially less than the time window defined by
the behavioral discrimination task.
Voltage-sensitive dye and calcium imaging experiments indi-
cate that odors activate not only a specific spatial pattern of
glomerulus activity but that activation is strongly modulated by
the sniff-cycle. Inputs to the OB are strongly shaped by the res-
piration cycle in anesthetized as well as awake animals (Spors
et al., 2006; Verhagen et al., 2007; Wesson et al., 2008; Carey et al.,
2009). Moreover, the sequence of glomerular activation is also
odor specific and virtually concentration invariant (Spors and
Grinvald, 2002; Spors et al., 2006). Many studies using extracellu-
lar recordings in anesthetized and awake animals found a strong
coupling of bulb activity to the respiration cycle even as frequen-
cies as high as 10Hz (Adrian, 1950; Macrides and Chorover, 1972;
Buonviso, 2006; Cury and Uchida, 2010; Carey and Wachowiak,
2011). Intracellular in vivo recordings have shown that individual
mitral/tufted cells (M/TCs) display a prominent sub-threshold
membrane potential oscillation synchronous with the sniff cycle
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(Charpak et al., 2001; Cang and Isaacson, 2003; Margrie and
Schaefer, 2003). M/TC suprathreshold activity is thus structured
across a single sampling cycle such that those cells firing more
action potentials (APs) begin to fire consistently earlier than those
discharging fewer APs (Margrie and Schaefer, 2003).
Many features of the psychophysics of odor discrimination
and detection are exquisitely captured in simple models rely-
ing on a static pattern of all-or-none glomeruli (Koulakov et al.,
2007). Since rhythmic odor sampling is phylogenetically highly
conserved and defines activity early in the olfactory pathway
it seems desirable that working models of olfactory processing
should incorporate this active and dynamic process (Künsting
and Spors, 2009). To examine whether the temporal structure
of OB activity across a sampling cycle might contain informa-
tion that could account for the known psychophysical properties
of olfactory processing we built a large-scale model of the OB.
We have constrained the discharge patterns of M/TCs, based
on in vivo measurements of AP latencies, inter-spike intervals
(ISIs) and AP distributions within a sniff cycle. Furthermore,
we ensure that odor concentration dependence and the distri-
bution of activity follow that measured for individual neurons
and the OB network. As this scheme quantitatively reproduced
both similarity-dependent discrimination times and robustness
against lesioning, we suggest that in the OB, odor processing relies
on the patterns of AP onset across the network of M/TCs.
MATERIALS ANDMETHODS
Our explicit model for the OB was built with a focus on accu-
rate reproduction of in vivo single M/TC discharge patterns
with particular attention to the onset of AP activity. Since these
data reflect contributions of both sensory and local OB activity
we did not include any additional explicit sources of inhibi-
tion (see also Discussion). To facilitate quantitative comparison
with behavioral data, we built an OB network of realistic size
with 2400 glomeruli with 25 M/TCs each. Varying the num-
ber of M/TCs per glomerulus did not significantly alter the
results (data not shown). To maintain computational feasibil-
ity it was thus necessary to keep the single-cell model sim-
ple and efficient. We proceeded in three steps: Firstly, based
on whole-cell recordings in vivo we adjusted parameters of a
leaky integrate-and-fire (InF) neuron to match the measured
onset latencies, ISIs and other single-cell parameters. Secondly,
using the measured distribution of AP firing for odor-evoked
activity we determined the distribution of input currents corre-
sponding to an odor stimulus. These currents were then related
to binding affinities using simple sigmoid relations. Thirdly,
we tested our model by comparing its concentration depen-
dence with published electrophysiological and imaging measure-
ments. All simulations were performed using Matlab 6.5 (The
MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) with InF neuron models in the
csim_lifnet simulation environment (T. Natschläger, available at
http://www.igi.tugraz.at/tnatschl/csim_lifnet/).
CONSTRAINING SINGLE-CELL PARAMETERS
M/TCs were modeled as Inf neurons to allow for networks
of realistic size of spiking neurons. Gaussian noise was added
resulting in a membrane potential variance of 0.20 ± 0.04mV
(mean ± SD, n = 10, Schaefer et al., 2006). Background synaptic
input consisted of 100Hz Poisson inputs with excitatory post-
synaptic potential (EPSP) amplitude of 0.58mV and a decay
time constant of 10ms. A 4Hz oscillation with a peak-to-peak
amplitude of 10mV was mimicked by sinusoidal current injec-
tion (Schaefer et al., 2006). Varying oscillation frequency between
2 and 10Hz did not significantly alter the findings (data not
shown). AP discharge in M/TCs was measured for constant cur-
rent injection between 0 and 0.18 nA resulting in 1.6 ± 3.3 APs
(range 0–15) per cycle [second cycle, see (Lengyel and Erdi,
2004); n = 10,000] and the four parameters (membrane time
constant, AP threshold, AP reset voltage, and refractory period)
adjusted to fit ISI (Figures 1A,B) latency (Figures 1A,C) and the
distributions of APs within an oscillation cycle (Figure 1A) as
observed in vivo (Margrie and Schaefer, 2003). This resulted in
an AP threshold of 15mV, a refractory time constant of 4ms, a
membrane time constant of 30ms, and a reset voltage of 10mV.
CONSTRAINING STIMULUS PARAMETERS
In order to constrain odor stimulus parameters, the AP dis-
tribution in response to odors was analyzed. A distribution
of input currents was determined that reproduced the mea-
sured cumulative AP discharge probability observed in vivo
FIGURE 1 | Construction and validation of an OB model based on
parameters determined in vivo – cellular constraints. (A) Top: Example
trace of the membrane potential of a mitral/tufted cell (M/TC) showing
respiration synchronized sub-threshold oscillations in an awake mouse. Scale
bar is 200ms and 20mV. The beginning of each respiration cycle is indicated
by open circles. Below: A plot of action potential distribution in M/TCs for
sniff cycles that evoke between 1 and 5 APs. (B) Instantaneous firing rate
[inverse of the inter-spike interval (ISI)] and the latency to action potential (AP)
onset (C) plotted against the number of APs evoked per sniff cycle. Red
markers and lines indicate data obtained from M/TC whole-cell recordings
in vivo [Margrie and Schaefer (2003)]. Black indicates the cellular responses
for the integrate-and-fire (InF) neurons used.
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FIGURE 2 | Construction and validation of an OB model based on
parameters determined in vivo—population constraints. (A) Cumulative
probability for the occurrence of 1–9 APs per sniff cycle during odor-evoked
AP discharge in InF neurons (black) and in vivo [red; Margrie and Schaefer
(2003)]. (B) Distribution of APs across a sniff cycle in simulation (black) and
in vivo [red, Margrie and Schaefer (2003)].
in cells that responded to an odor (Figure 2A, Margrie and
Schaefer, 2003) resulting in a distribution of input currents of
[(i × 0.53 + 0.3)4.9 + 0.3] × 0.18 nA with i distributed equally
between 0 and 1. In Figure 2A, mean and SDs are plotted for 10
repetitions with different random seeds and 1000 cells each. As a
first control, the resulting AP distribution was compared to the
measured AP distribution (Figure 2B).
To assess the correspondence of odor affinities and concentra-
tions to the distribution of activity in ORNs, a simple sigmoid
relation with glomerulus-independent parameters was assumed
(Meister and Bonhoeffer, 2001): R = Rmax [C/(C + ki)] + b.
“b” is the response threshold (current needed for 0.2 APs;
b = 0.035 nA); Rmax + b equals the maximal current [current
required to evoke 12APs (Margrie and Schaefer, 2003); here
0.169 nA]. From this, we determined the binding coefficients, ki,
resulting in the AP distribution of Figure 2.
CONCENTRATION-DEPENDENCE OF RESPONSES
As a next control, odors were presented at two concentrations
(0.3 and 3 relative to Figure 2) and number of APs, ISI, and
latency to the first spike were measured (Figure 3). Cang and
Isaacson (2003) reported a two-fold increase in the number of
APs per cycle (from 2.1 to 4), a 60ms decrease in mean onset
latency and a non-significant decrease in ISI. In the model, the
number of APs increased from 1.51 ± 0.80 to 6.16 ± 2.21APs;
the latency to onset decreased from 95.4 ± 20.1 to 41.5 ± 19.9ms
FIGURE 3 | Concentration dependence in the model. Validation of the
OB model for variable odor concentrations. An odor was presented to the
OB model at concentrations of 0.3 (“low”) and 3 (“high”) times relative to
the concentration used in B (see methods). The number of APs per cycle
(A), latency to the first AP (B), and average ISI (C) were determined.
(313/500 cells spiked at both concentrations), whereas the ISI did
not change substantially (34.8 ± 11.0 vs. 20.2 ± 2.2ms, 111/500
cells spiked with more than 1 AP at both concentrations; simula-
tions were repeated 10 times with different random seeds). This
is in excellent agreement with whole-cell recordings in vivo (Cang
and Isaacson, 2003).
To obtain qualitative insight into population activity in the
model, we created images of activity, corresponding to 200
glomeruli (the number of glomeruli that could be visualized using
intrinsic imaging of the dorsal surface; Meister and Bonhoeffer,
2001). The largest number of glomeruli activated by an individ-
ual odor as measured by Ca2+ imaging of presynaptic activity
was 60 out of the approximately 150 glomeruli visible in this
study (Wachowiak and Cohen, 2001). Thus, an odor consisted of
an activity pattern mapped onto 40% of the glomeruli, with the
above described distribution of input currents. To qualitatively
compare the model to imaging results at different concentrations,
we varied concentrations over four orders of magnitude and con-
verted the resulting M/TC activity (number of APs/cycle) in gray
scale levels and mapped them on a scheme of an OB (Figure 4).
Two hundred glomeruli were randomly distributed as dots in an
ellipse with 50 and 30 pixels radius and Gaussian noise (σ = 0.1)
was added to every data point. The resulting image was filtered
by a 7 × 7 Gaussian filter with two passes, clipped to the ellipse
and smoothened with a 3× 3 Gaussian filter. In agreement with
intrinsic imaging studies (Rubin and Katz, 1999) at low con-
centrations only few distinct glomeruli are activated; at higher
concentrations widespread activity occurs.
RESULTS
Sub-threshold oscillations in M/TCs are synchronized to sniffing
and are a hallmark of the early olfactory system (Schaefer and
Margrie, 2007; Wachowiak, 2011). Across an individual sampling
or oscillation cycle instantaneous firing rate of M/TCs is barely
affected by changes in input strength (Cang and Isaacson, 2003;
Margrie and Schaefer, 2003). Overall activity of a given M/TC is,
however, accurately reflected by its onset latency (Margrie and
Schaefer, 2003; Kepecs et al., 2006) that are highly odor-specific
and reproducible (Junek et al., 2010). Could these latencies
account for the rapid but stimulus dependent discrimination
times that are difficult to reconcile with a code relying on
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FIGURE 4 | Population response to an odor at different concentrations
in the model. The depicted region corresponds to the dorsal part of the OB
that has been visualized using intrinsic imaging methods [Rubin and Katz
(1999); Uchida et al. (2000); Meister and Bonhoeffer (2001)]. M/TC activity
was converted to gray scale values as described in the methods.
“counting” the number of APs discharged during a cycle (Margrie
and Schaefer, 2003)? From a simple sketch of AP latencies across
the M/TC population (Figure 5) it is apparent that—in the case
where very dissimilar odorants evoke spatially non-overlapping
activation patterns—odor discrimination based on the onset of
activity could be very rapid (Figure 5, left column): For example,
where odor A evokes AP discharge early in M/TC #1 and 4 (open
arrowhead), odor B evokes APs only late or not at all. Conversely,
odor B results in very short onset latencies in M/TC #3 (filled
arrowhead) that is activated weakly and late in a cycle by odor A.
Thus, for these very different stimuli only a brief period (gray bar
and dotted line) would be needed to discriminate odor A from B
based on the activity onset pattern.
If, however, the response to two similar odors (that evoke
highly overlapping patterns; such as binary mixtures, 0.6A/0.4B
[Mix 1] and 0.4A/0.6B [Mix 2]) is compared, M/TC #1 may dis-
charge early for both odors (Figure 5 right column, open vs. filled
arrowheads). Averaging over a large number of repetitions or
alternatively a large number of cells, a very small difference in
the initial onset latencies might become apparent. Thus, for “one-
sniff” odor discrimination, many cells or glomeruli (including
those with delayed onsets, e.g., #5, #6) would be needed to reliably
separate very similar stimuli. Hence, while simple discriminations
could be performed quickly, difficult separations would require
the activity of many late firing M/TCs (Schaefer and Margrie,
2007).
To obtain quantitative evidence for this hypothesis, we built
an OB model with 2400 glomeruli containing 25 M/TC each
(described in detail in the methods). An activity onset vector
for the M/TC network was generated for each odor (Figure 6A).
Reproducibility and similarity was determined by correlat-
ing these onset vectors (Figures 6B,C). The analysis was then
FIGURE 5 | Schematic representation of the proposed AP
latency-based scheme and emerging similarity-dependent separation
times. Left column: Sketch of the membrane potential of eight M/TCs in
response to two different odors (red and blue) with little spatial overlap. For
dissimilar odors arrows indicate M/TCs that respond either weakly for odor
A and strongly for odor B (solid arrow, M/TC #3) or vice versa (open arrows,
M/TC #1 and #4). Based on AP latencies in the strongly activated M/TCs
reliable stimulus separation may be achieved early during the evoked
response (indicated by the dotted line). Right column: Same M/TCs in
response to two similar odors (binary mixtures of A and B, Mixture I
[60%A, 40%B], light green; Mixture II [40%A, 60%B], dark green). Due to
the overall similarity of M/TC responses, information from many more cells
(including those with delayed onsets e.g., M/TC #5 and #6) must be
obtained to allow for stimulus separation (dotted lines).
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FIGURE 6 | Quantifying stimulus separation in the OB. (A) Onsets of
activity (horizontal light and dark green lines) of all M/TCs are collected into
“onset vectors” (right). Each odor is presented twice with different random
seeds for noise generation. “Reproducibility” is calculated by correlating
onset vectors with a repetition of the same odor [orange, (B)]. “Similarity”
is determined by correlating onset vectors for responses to two different
odors [purple, (C)]. This is repeated eight times with different random
seeds for odor and noise generation. Separation of two odors is ensured
when the resultant reproducibility values are significantly higher than the
similarity values (unpaired t-test).
restricted to, for example, the first 200ms of activity. That is only
onset values for those M/TCs discharging within 200ms were
taken into account. For all other M/TCs, ceiling values (200ms)
were employed for the correlation. This time window was then
varied and correlations of onset vectors re-calculated until the
entire sampling period was encompassed. Using a template-
matching scheme we find that within the first 30ms of activity
the latency patterns for repetitions of the same odor are already
highly reproducible and that their correlation improves with time
(Figure 7A; 1 way ANOVA F(8, 63) = 534, p < 10−5). In con-
trast, the overall M/TC onset pattern evoked by dissimilar odors
revealed no significant correlation over the entire sampling period
(Figure 7A; r = −0.008 ± 0.013).
To determine the time-course of AP latency-based stimu-
lus separation we first presented dissimilar odor pairs (e.g.,
A vs. B). In this case we find that the reproducibility of the
M/TC responses is sufficiently large to reliably separate stim-
uli very early in the evoked response (Figure 7A; p < 10−4 at
30ms). In contrast, the time required to reliably differentiate
the responses to very similar odors (binary mixtures; 0.4A/0.6B
vs. 0.6A/0.4B) was substantially longer (Figure 7B; p > 0.1 for
δt < 90ms). Quantifying stimulus separation times for pairs
(n = 10) of both very dissimilar and similar odors shows that
while less than 30ms of OB activity can be enough for easy sep-
aration tasks (30 ± 1ms; range 25–33ms) up to 90ms longer
is needed to perform the more difficult separation of similar
odors (Figure 8, 89 ± 2ms; 82–118ms). Both similarity depen-
dence and absolute separation times (Figure 8B) are consistent
with the behaviorally observed stimulus-dependent discrimina-
tion times in rodents. The stimulus-dependence of separation
times was also largely independent of the absolute odor con-
centration (R2 = 0.12, p > 0.05). This is again consistent with
concentration-independent discrimination times observed exper-
imentally (Uchida and Mainen, 2003; Abraham et al., 2004).
A second observation for the olfactory system is that basic odor
discrimination appears rather insensitive to partial deletions of
the OB. Such studies indicate that disruption of large regions of
the OB fail to produce a dramatic behavioral phenotype (Lu and
Slotnick, 1998). In some animals, discrimination of very different
FIGURE 7 | Stimulus reproducibility and similarity in the model.
Similarity and reproducibility for repetitions of a dissimilar [A vs. B; (A)] and
similar odor pair [Mix1:60A/40B vs. Mix2:40A/60B; (B)] as a function of the
analysis time window (δt). Asterisks (∗ ) highlight times at which
“reproducibility” was significantly higher than “similarity” (p < 10−4). Error
bars indicate SD for the eight repetitions of each comparison. Thick lines
are sigmoidal fits of the correlation scores.
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FIGURE 8 | Separation times for dissimilar and similar odor pairs in
the model. (A) Stimulus separation (p value of the comparison of
reproducibility and similarity) as a function of analysis window time δt. Thick
lines are sigmoidal fits. (B) Separation times (time at which reproducibility
was significantly higher than similarity) for dissimilar and similar odor pairs.
Error bars indicate s.e.m. from 10 odor pairs (eight repetitions each as in A).
FIGURE 9 | The AP-latency scheme predicts robustness against large
OB lesions. Separation times as a function of the size of a “virtual OB
lesion” for dissimilar (black), intermediate (gray), and similar (open) odor
pairs. Medians and their respective quartiles are plotted.
odors was partially impaired only if lesions impacted on more
than 80% of the OB. However, when more difficult discrimina-
tions were considered lesioning 50–90% of the OB was at least
partially effective (Lu and Slotnick, 1998). To determine whether
the AP latency-based coding scheme might also account for
these observations we introduced virtual lesions that randomly
removed between 50 and 99.7% of the OB. Firstly we find that AP
latency-based discrimination is very robust against lesions of the
OB. For very dissimilar odorants discrimination could still occur
with less than 5% of the intact OB network. For more similar
odors 50% of the OB was sufficient to achieve successful odor dis-
crimination, in agreement with previous behavioral observations
(Lu and Slotnick, 1998). In addition, we can make the prediction
that separation times for discrimination tasks of both easy and
intermediate difficulty depended critically on the size of the OB
network (Figure 9).
DISCUSSION
Here we propose a simple scheme of odor representation in the
OB that relies on the onset latencies of APs in M/TCs across an
individual sampling cycle. At the single-cell level, the model used
to test this is based on whole-cell recordings from M/TCs in vivo.
The patterns of activity inM/TCs in response to odor stimuli indi-
cate that the overall level of excitation in an individual M/TC is
accurately predicted by the onset of APs across each respiration
cycle (Margrie and Schaefer, 2003). Our simulations here show
that such an AP latency-based scheme can account for a num-
ber of temporal and psychophysical features of odor processing.
Firstly, it is concentration invariant and mirrors the similarity-
dependent discrimination times observed in rodents (Uchida and
Mainen, 2003; Abraham et al., 2004; Rinberg et al., 2006). The
latency-based scheme also reproduces the behaviorally observed
robustness against extensive OB lesions (Lu and Slotnick, 1998)
and predicts that the time required to discriminate odors will
gradually increase with lesion size. Thus, our data not only
account for existing behavioral observations but also predict that
the overall odor discrimination time is sensitive to the size of the
OB network, a prediction that could be tested in automatized
behavioral assays (Schaefer andClaridge-Chang, 2011) where ani-
mals with differing lesion size would be systematically tested on a
battery of odors with varying similarity.
We speculate that the relative onset latency of a glomerulus
or M/TCs contained therein reflects the relative activation inten-
sity of a given ORN channel or functional module (Cang and
Isaacson, 2003; Margrie and Schaefer, 2003; Bhandawat et al.,
2005; Spors et al., 2006). It has been suggested that lateral inhibi-
tion between such functional modules may provide a mechanism
of enhancing subtle differences between the activity patterns
evoked by different odor stimuli (Yokoi et al., 1995; Urban, 2002;
Leon and Johnson, 2003; Cleland and Linster, 2005). Such inhi-
bition either through direct GABAb modulation of the ORNs by
juxtaglomerular cells (Aroniadou-Anderjaska et al., 2000) or via
the granule cell mediated pathway (Urban, 2002) could be used
to enhance differences between the onset latencies of glomeru-
lar units (Margrie and Schaefer, 2003). Indeed, alterations to
the OB network through Cre-mediated excision of Glutamate
receptors resulted in altered olfactory learning and discrimination
(Shimshek et al., 2005). More targeted modifications, however,
through virus-mediated, ablation of the AMPA receptor subunit
GluA2 specifically in the granule cell layer resulted in increased Ca
influx in granule cells, and increased inhibition. Odor discrim-
ination learning, however, was left un-altered as were odor dis-
crimination times for simple odor discrimination tasks. Ablating
the NMDA receptor subunit NR1 and thus decreasing Ca influx
and decreasing inhibition similarly left performance on simple
tasks unaltered (Abraham et al., 2010). This indicates that indeed
for simple odor discriminations, inhibition in the OB is not
needed. For highly similar odor pairs, that require overall longer
for accurate discrimination (Abraham et al., 2004), increasing and
decreasing inhibition did indeed decrease and increase odor dis-
crimination times (Abraham et al., 2010) indicating a role of inhi-
bition in shaping late activity and thus potentially contributing
to the exact latencies of M/TCs active later in a respiration cycle.
Irrespective of the exact source of AP latency differences (Cang
and Isaacson, 2003; Margrie and Schaefer, 2003; Bhandawat et al.,
2005; Buonviso, 2006; Spors et al., 2006; Cury and Uchida, 2010;
Carey and Wachowiak, 2011; Shusterman et al., 2011) we sug-
gest that such activity in M/TCs is sufficient to explain several
psychophysical properties of the mammalian olfactory system.
The role of inhibition might become more prominent in situa-
tions where expectation as mediated by cortical inputs onto GCs
begins to modulate odor representation (Koulakov and Rinberg,
2011).
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A key feature structuring AP latencies and latency difference
is the rhythmic sniff-coupled drive that results in sniff-coupled
sub-threshold oscillations in M/TCs and consequently in sniff-
coupled rhythmic AP discharge. While most electrophysiolog-
ical recordings so far have been made in anesthetized rodents
(e.g., Adrian, 1950; Macrides and Chorover, 1972; reviewed in
Buonviso, 2006), recently data has also been acquired in awake
animals. While initially it was suggested that the increased sniff
frequency in the awake preparation might result in reduced
sniff coupling, recent experimental data with careful alignment
of unit recording data to sniff measurement again indicates
that M/TCs can indeed tightly couple to the underlying sniff
rhythm (Cury and Uchida, 2010; Carey and Wachowiak, 2011;
Shusterman et al., 2011) consistent with the fact that mice can
indeed be behaviorally trained to distinguish inputs at differ-
ent phases of the sniff cycle (Smear et al., 2011). While these
data indicate that AP discharge is indeed tightly coupled to sniff-
ing in the awake animal as well, it remains to be seen whether
mechanistically mitral and tufted cells (M/TCs) display simi-
lar sniff coupled sub-threshold oscillations in the awake animal
that would further strengthen a robust latency encoding of input
strength (Hopfield, 1995; Margrie and Schaefer, 2003; Schaefer
and Margrie, 2007).
How might M/TC onset latencies be read out? A detailed
understanding of the connectivity between OB and piriform cor-
tex on a single-cell level is at present lacking (Miyamichi et al.,
2010; Ghosh et al., 2011; Sosulski et al., 2011). Generally, tufted
cells project to more anterior parts of olfactory cortex including
anterior olfactory nucleus and olfactory tubercle, whereas mitral
cells additionally innervate the entire piriform cortex including
posterior parts as well as olfactory amygdala (Haberly and Price,
1977; Orona et al., 1984; Nagayama et al., 2010).While most stud-
ies indiscriminately investigate M/TC coding properties, these
heterogeneous projection patterns might find functional corre-
lates in odor encoding as well (Nagayama et al., 2004). Notably,
evidence ismounting for strong direct excitatory drive onto tufted
cells, whereas mitral cells seem to be activated either indirectly or
with increasing threshold (Gire and Schoppa, 2009; Najac et al.,
2011). This might suggest that tufted cells are particularly suited
to relay a rapid snapshot of the olfactory environment.
However, implementing any realistic readout mechanism
based on known anatomical and physiological properties is, at
present, difficult. Recent work indicates that projections from
the OB to PCx as well as the odor-evoked patterns in the PCX
do not show any specific topography (Stettler and Axel, 2009;
Choi et al., 2011; Sosulski et al., 2011). Minimal stimulation stud-
ies (Franks and Isaacson, 2006) and in vivo recordings (Wilson,
1998; Poo and Isaacson, 2009) show that many M/TCs as well
as recruitment of recurrent excitation in PCx may be neces-
sary to produce the observsed compound EPSPs observed in
piriform cortex (Franks et al., 2011). This, together with elec-
troencephalogram recordings, that suggest a substantial temporal
heterogeneity of mono- and di-synaptic delays (Ketchum and
Haberly, 1993), offers a potential substrate for coincidence-based
readout (Hopfield, 1995;White et al., 1998; Margrie and Schaefer,
2003). Due to feed-forward inhibitory circuits, such detection
mechanisms might be further sharpened (Perez-Orive et al., 2002;
Stokes and Isaacson, 2010; Suzuki and Bekkers, 2010) thereby
increasing the sparseness of M/TC readout. Thus, although an
AP latency based code in M/TCs is sufficient to explain stimulus-
dependent discrimination times, concentration invariance, and
the olfactory systems robustness against lesioning, the mecha-
nism underlying downstream readout of such activity is yet to be
determined.
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